Effects of infinite occurrence of hybrid impulses with quasi-synchronization of parameter mismatched neural networks.
This article is deeply concerned with the effects of hybrid impulses on quasi-synchronization of neural networks with mixed time-varying delays and parameter mismatches. Hybrid impulses allow synchronizing as well as desynchronizing impulses in one impulsive sequence, so their infinite time occurrence with the system may destroy the synchronization process. Therefore, the effective hybrid impulsive controller has been designed to deal with the difficulties in achieving the quasi-synchronization under the effects of hybrid impulses, which occur all the time, but their density of occurrence gradually decrease. In addition, the new concepts of average impulsive interval and average impulsive gain have been applied to cope with the simultaneous existence of synchronizing and desynchronizing impulses. Based on the Lyapunov method together with the extended comparison principle and the formula of variation of parameters for mixed time-varying delayed impulsive system, the delay-dependent sufficient criteria of quasi-synchronization have been derived for two separate cases, viz., Ta<∞ and Ta=∞. Finally, the efficiency of the theoretical results has been illustrated by providing two numerical examples.